
Two scenes, two languages, two vastly different yet equally poignant subjects;
Dance of Torn Papers highlights the beautiful diversity of universal experiences.

Reimagining his award-winning, Dance of Torn Papers, acclaimed Iranian playwright
Mohammad Yaghoubi has written two new pieces, 'Birthday Present' and 'Mother', for this
double-bill world premiere. Audiences watching with the Toronto Fringe Festival will be seeing
these brand new works before they’re added to the evolving repertoire of the episodic
framework of Dance of Torn Papers. They’ll also be absorbing the shows through a new and
exploratory film experience.

This digital rendition will provide audiences with an immersive 360˚ film experience of the two
short pieces. Those watching will be transported to a virtual world where they will have complete
control over where they look, just like one would in a live performance. This innovative process
allows audiences to watch on any streaming device and enjoy the 360˚ experience.

In this chaotic covid era, we tried to adapt our work without sacrificing our artistic vision to create
theatre. Our goal was to create theatre that remains true to the original in-person form, while
being safe and accessible for audiences to view from anywhere in the world. This led us to
explore the burgeoning field of VR and to create an immersive theatre experience.

Mohammad Yaghoubi is the Playwright & Director of this show. Previously, Mohammad staged
Winter of ‘88 (NNNNN) at the 2020 Next Stage Festival.
Select Awards include: Promising Pen Prize (Cahoots Theatre) for his play “Persimmon”; The
National Theatre Critics Society Award for Outstanding Play, Drought & Lies; Third Place - New
Play Contest, Toronto Fringe Festival 2016, A Moment of Silence; The National Theatre Critics
Society Award for Outstanding Writing, Geraniums; The National Theatre Critics Society Award
for Outstanding Direction, Dance of Torn Papers.

This iteration of Dance of Torn Papers offers audiences two short pieces, each with a different
reason for tuning in. Birthday Present challenges audience views of sex work, examining the
points of view from both people involved in the encounter. Mother offers a look at the need for
connection to loved ones when one is on death’s door, which is timely when so many people
during COVID had to say goodbye to their families over the phone. Finally, both shows will be
performed in both English and Farsi, and offer closed-captioning in both languages, so
audiences can either tune into a specific language or watch both versions!

NOWADAYS THEATRE Company in association with The Toronto Fringe Festival presents:
Dance of Torn Papers
Playwright & Director: Mohammad Yaghoubi
Starring: Aida Keykhaii, Mahsa Ershadifar, Maryam Mahdavi, Nicholas Koy Santillo, Olivia
Viggiani, Sina Sasanifard.



Stage Manager: Ellen Brooker; Assistant Director: Mahsa Ershadifar; Producer: Nicholas Koy
Santillo; Intimacy Coordinator: Tammy Everett; Graphic Designer: Chantel Watts.

Opens July 21 – 31, 2021
Online at https://fringetoronto.com/digital-fringe/show/dance-torn-papers

Tickets and Memberships:
Click here
You can purchase a Membership for $5 This Membership grants you access to the Fringe
On-Demand and KidsFest On-Demand series. Then Pay What You Can to shows as you go,
starting on July 21.
Visit https://fringetoronto.com/digital-fringe/tickets-passes for more information.
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